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How many different designs can you make from one pattern? That's up to you. Just by changing

color schemes in this unusual coloring book, you can emphasize different shapes. The striking

collection has 30 geometric patterns to pick from: lattices, interlocking shapes, zigzags, optical

illusions, brickwork patterns, and other eye-catchers. Color all or just parts of each crisp,

black-and-white design to create your own attention-getting compositions.
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Simply put, if you want a difficult/advanced/challenging coloring book... don't order this one. You can

tell from the cover what the designs are like. They are simple, repetitive patterns. They did match

my expectations and I got what I wanted.So FIVE STARS because the product met my

expectations, but a WARNING to those out there who are looking for something MORE

CHALLENGING.

This is a great design book. Your imagination can run wild. You can color it different ways to bring

out different shapes. Use a few colors or many. Lots of varied designs. I would recommend this

book if you like to color designs.



I love coloring these books, but have to do them in marker because I have essential tremor. Some

have designs on both sides of the page so I can't color them both. I LOVE this book!

This book is ok but I much perfer books with more complicated designs. I was disappointed.

My only complaint is that there is some slight "bleed thru" when coloring the pictures with markers.

However, coloring with pencils or crayons presents no problem. If you have access to a copier and

want to keep your books pristine, copy off the page you wish to color...and no, that's not intended to

say, "Commit copyright infringement"...lol.

I have recently gotten into doing adult coloring books. I would say this more a beginner book as

most of the designs don't have tiny small spaces. The designs are very nice and pretty quick to

complete. This is an excellent book if you want to relax with not too complex designs.My only gripe

and it's a big one ....The designs are printed on the back and front of each page.I use Sharpie

markers to do my coloring and they bleed through ruining the design on the back of the page. I hate

having to choose what design to do. I also feel a little cheated as I can only do half of the promised

designs. Sure you could make a copy ( for just yourself ) but when I made a copy my paper was

thinner and the design was not as crisp as the books copy.

This book contains 30 full page geometric designs that would be great for any artist. I think this book

is particularly useful for quilters who like to design geometric quilts. Some of the designs are a bit

hard on the eyes...I will admit that I get kinda dizzy when I flip through the pages.

These are wonderful patterns, espcially if you need to meditate. However some of them made my

eyes go a little cross, so you might want to avoid coloring any patterns from ANY book when you're

eyes are tired.
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